PREMIUM ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION FOR TRAILER REFRIGERATION
premier+ offers a convenient and cost-effective way to source world-class transport refrigeration capabilities, without huge up-front investment.

With premier+ you can access an all-in-one fully integrated refrigerated trailer solution – including Thermo King refrigeration unit, premium trailer body, service package and telematics subscription. Built by Thermo King in partnership with leading chassis manufacturers, premier+ lets you access the latest equipment in the most flexible way possible.

- Complete solution from refrigerated trailer to maintenance and repair
- Competitive pricing that’s bundled into one monthly lease rate
- Dependable reliability with 24/7 dealer support

premier+ includes:

- A refrigeration unit that helps you win
  This integrated solution helps you meet customer demand for the best, most reliable load integrity.

- Single and multi-temperature applications
  Match capabilities to customer needs, and choose between single- and multi-temperature solutions.

- Best-in-class refrigerated semi-trailer
  Thermo King works with leading manufacturers across Europe to give you the performance, flexibility and reliability your business needs.

- Tailor-made financial services
  Thermo King offers flexible, custom financial solutions to support your complete asset lifecycle.

- Connectivity and intelligence included
  Thermo King Connected Solutions are included to give you vital operational insights – from door openings and axle load to set point.

- Expert dealer support
  Full service maintenance for both the refrigeration unit and trailer are included and provided by our best-in-class dealer network 24/7/365.

With premier+ you can access an all-in-one fully integrated refrigerated trailer solution – including Thermo King refrigeration unit, premium trailer body, service package and telematics subscription. Built by Thermo King in partnership with leading chassis manufacturers, premier+ lets you access the latest equipment in the most flexible way possible.
premier+ delivers a service and maintenance package that covers both the refrigeration unit and the trailer, including comprehensive breakdown call-out support.

As a result, premier+ helps ensure you have access to market-leading transport refrigeration performance, efficiency, pull-down, and load integrity. To this you can add the 24/7 proactive support offered by the Thermo King international dealer network.

With components built to the highest possible standards, you can respond to any emerging opportunity while maximizing uptime and fleet utilization.

TK Financial Solutions
premier+ offers flexible, tailor-made operational lease packages available for a monthly rate over a fixed term.

All you need to do is select the pricing model that works for your business, leaving us to take care of the end-to-end financing process.
As well as choice and flexibility, this ‘bumper-to-bumper’ solution also adds intelligence into the mix. With Thermo King Connected Solutions, including Trailer Assist, you’ll have access to a range of real-time telematics data. The insights generated help you transform vehicle utilization, and improve uptime through proactive maintenance.

Trailer Assist is connected technology that extends your ability to monitor vehicle performance into the trailer itself. The data produced covers a range of operational and maintenance data, ranging from trailer load to tyre performance – depending upon the number of sensors installed and monitored.

Choose premier+ for

— All-in-one solution with refrigeration unit, trailer, service and maintenance contract and telematics subscription
— Complete choice including single- and multi-temperature refrigeration solutions
— Budget optimization with one monthly lease rate over a fixed term
— Improved uptime with quality components and 24/7 support
— End-to-end financing where we take care of the details
— Full service coverage covers both refrigeration unit and trailer

Starting your journey with premier+

Contact your nearest Thermo King dealer to request more information on premier+ and the product and financing options available.

premier+ is an all-in-one refrigerated trailer, service and telematics solution that’s available for one monthly leasing rate, giving you a flexible, cost-effective way to modernize and extend your fleet – without huge up-front capital investment.

Thermo King – by Trane Technologies (NYSE: TT), a global climate innovator – is a worldwide leader in sustainable transport temperature control solutions. Thermo King has been providing transport temperature control solutions for a variety of applications, including trailers, truck bodies, buses, air, shipboard containers and railway cars since 1938.

For further information please visit: europe.thermoking.com

Find your nearest dealer on dealers.thermoking.com